the CMB quadrupole component disappears. Therefore, the released WMAP CMB quadrupole is almost completely artificial and the real quadrupole of the CMB anisotropy should be near zero. Our finding is important for understanding the early universe.
The WMAP mission makes measurements of temperature with two antennas, A and B, and record in time-order the difference between the two antenna temperatures, T A − T B , which is called the time-order data (TOD) (1) . Recently, we have found a serious inconsistency between the WMAP raw data and their official map, which indicates that there must exist an unexpected problem in the WMAP team's pipeline for map-making (2) . The WMAP team uses quaternion to describe the attitude of the spacecraft (3, 4) . The spacecraft attitude and the line-of-sight data of the antennas in spacecraft coordinate are used together to determine the antenna directions. In order to reduce the data size, roughly only one quaternion is recorded for each WMAP science frame, whereas each science frame contains 12-30 observations. Therefore, the quaternion data must be interpolated to determine the spacecraft attitude for each observation. To do the interpolating, the offset of each observation to the start of the frame must be used. For example, for the Q-band, there are 15 observations in one frame. Relative to the time separation between two successive observations, we use 0.000, 0.066, · · · , 0.933 as fractional offsets for observation 1, 2, · · · , 15 respectively, but the WMAP team take 0.033, 0.099, · · · , 0.967 as the offsets. The difference between the resulting antenna directions from different interpolation offset settings is small, only ∼ 7
′ , just about a half-pixel in the WMAP resolution (with HEALPix resolution parameter N side = 512 (5)).
The observed CMB signal is contaminated by Doppler effect induced by the joint motion of the solar system and the spacecraft. The aroused differential dipole signal with T 0 = 2.725 K being the CMB monopole, c the speed of light, V the joint velocity, n A and n B the unit direction vectors of the two antennas. Although the direction deviation between the two offsettings is small, it can cause the differential dipole signal calculated from Eq. (1) to be biased by 10-20 µK, which cannot be ignored in comparing to the very weak CMB signal.
Using our pipeline (6), we produce CMB maps from the WMAP3 year-1 TOD of Q1-band in our offset setting mode and the WMAP mode, respectively. Figure 1 shows the differences between the WMAP release and our results. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows that the result from our softwares using the WMAP offset setting is very close to the WMAP release, indicating that our pipeline is perfectly consistent to the WMAP pipeline only except for the quaternion interpolation offset setting, and the right panel indicates there exists a serious effect of the quaternion interpolation offset setting on the resulting map.
The differential dipole has to be removed from the raw data to generate usable TOD for mapmaking, thus dipole deviation will distort the used TOD as well as the resulting temperature map. The deviation of differential dipole
where d The WMAP spacecraft is continuously observing; therefore, if the quaternion datum and the corresponding differential datum are recorded simultaneously, the WMAP setting that uses 0.5 as the first offset will be correct. However, we find that for all bands the quaternion datum is recorded ∼ 25.6 ms later than the corresponding differential datum 1 . To obtain a correct quaternion for the corresponding differential data, one must extrapolate it to an earlier time and 1 To check for the asynchronous, one can use the fv tool to open any fits format WMAP TOD file, and check
it is just what we do in our pipeline. Therefore, our result should be more reliable than the WMAP release.
It's now clear that the inconsistency we found (2) between the WMAP TOD and released maps originates from the inconsistency between settings in their data base and pipeline. It has to be noted that this inconsistency is not necessary to produce a systematic deviation of the position of a bright radio source in a map recovered from the TOD, because for a single observation the direction deviation caused by the time drift is dependent with the scan path in the science frame. Since the systematical time drift between the attitude data and the science data in the WMAP TOD can affect the entire calibration and map-making, there might be more unexpected consequences. At the present time, other unexpected problems existed still in the WMAP system cannot be completely excluded too. Therefore, the WMAP TOD and pipeline have to be thoroughly checked and corrected together by the WMAP team, and a new consistent ones should be then published for cosmology study. At the meantime, to find a proper offset we produce maps from the WMAP3 Q1-band year-1 TOD for a range of offsets, and calculate the rms amplitude for each offset. As we stated earlier, the direction deviation caused by a wrong offset should in general create additional noise in the resulting map and increase the RMS.
The offsetting with minimum RMS should be taken as a proper one, unless the contamination happens to anti-correlated by chance with the cosmological signal. Fig. 3 shows the maps produced with 11 different first offsets: 0.0, ±0.1, ±0.2, ±0.3, ±0.4, ±0.5. The maps in Fig. 3 are after subtracting the zero first-offset map and down-graded to N side = 8, their temperature RMS are given in Table 1 . From Table 1 one can see that our offsetting with the zero first-offset is really suitable to be used to compensate the effect of the time drift between the quaternion and the differential data.
the first time record in the Meta Data Table ( contains the quaternion) and the Science Data Table ( contains the differential data). The difference between the two times is about 2.963 × 10 −7 in Julian time format (1.0 for one day), with the quaternion time being later than the differential datum time. Since the time record in the Science Data Table is used for all bands, the time drift is the same for all bands. We can see clearly from Fig. 3 that the WMAP-like quadrupole components are very well proportional to the first offset, showing a typical picture of an artificial origin and hardly to be contributed by the true CMB. It is important to notice from Fig. 3 and Table 1 that, the quadrupole components in the positive and negative offset maps are almost exactly symmetric, it further ensures that the true CMB quadrupole power should be exactly very close to zero.
Although the absence of CMB quadrupole has been explained by cosmic variance, it is no longer convincing to appeal to cosmic variance as reason for the complete absence of a CMB quadrupole: It is actually impossible for a CMB power spectrum to be negative; therefore, only when the CMB power is exactly counteracted by cosmic variance can we see a zero quadrupole in our inflation picture.
It is a surprise that small errors of antenna pointing directions (only about a half-pixel in the WMAP resolution) can lead to serious effects on the official WMAP sky maps. The reason is that the directions are not only used to construct the sky map, but also used to calculate the dipoles for each observation, which are generated by the relative motion of the spacecraft to the CMB and have to be removed from the raw data before map-making because their intensities roughly 10 to 20 times greater than those of the CMB anisotropies.The error of antenna direction will produce an error in predicted dipole intensity which can no longer be ignored. As a common problem the accuracy of direction measurement should be studied more careful in CMB experiments.
ΛCDM: a flat-Λ dominated universe with initial nearly scale invariant adiabatic Gaussian fluctuations. After correcting the inconsistency between the WMAP raw data and recovered map, we find (7) that the acoustic peaks of the CMB angular power spectrum are better consistent with the other CMB experiment BOOMERANGE, and the best fit cosmological parameters match with improved accuracy those of other two independent experiments: the distance measurements from the Type Ia supernovae and the baryon acoustic oscillations in the distribution of galaxies. Therefore, finding and correcting the error in the WMAP routine is not a catastrophe for WMAP, just on the contrary, it makes the WMAP results to validate the concordance cosmology with improved accuracy.
The near-vanishing of the CMB quadrupole apparently seems to be in contradiction to the expectation of scale invariance in the primordial fluctuations. However, the absence of largeangular power in CMB temperatures is not necessarily to be opposed to the concordance model.
From the inflation model, the CMB anisotropy at the largest angular scales is of direct probe of the primordial density perturbations during the inflation. The prediction of a flat power spectrum of the CMB at large-angular scales from the standard model is based on two presuppositions: 1)
The primordial perturbation spectrum is of Harrison-Zeldovich type; 2) For all angular scales we measure the amplitudes of the fluctuations on them today, the times when they first left the horizon during the inflationary era were all after the primordial perturbations production. as before the reheating period while the primordial density perturbations had not occurred, we could detect no CMB quadrupole. Thus the absence of CMB quadrupole may indicate that we have seen a rigid universe in a supercooled state at the very early period which we can explore through low-l (large scale) cosmology, such a version should excite every physicists.
